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1902-1905 Liberals a little breathless. A few, attracted by the vision of a self-
Age 49-53 BUStaining Empire, seemed to hesitate. Asquith, like Campbell-
Bannennan, joined issue early and decisively, and the whole party
followed their lead. He replied at Doncaster, within a week, and in
the most uncompromising fashion, to Mr. Chamberlain's Birming-
ham speech of 15th May : and followed this up by intervening in
one of the Commons debates of May and June. In one of these
debates he called attention to the extraordinary and open schism
which had developed within the Government.
" Here we have two Ministers of the Crown, seated upon the Treasury
Bench, separated the one from the other only by the intervention of the
Prime Minister himself. One of them, the Colonial Secretary, is the
Minister who is constitutionally responsible for the management of
the relations between this country and the outlying parts of the Empire;
the other, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, is the Minister responsible
for the fiscal arrangements of the United Kingdom and a great part of
the Empire. These two Ministers are propounding fundamentally and
irreconcilably divergent views in a matter which affects more vitally
than any other matter in the whole range of politics the unity of the
Empire, and the fiscal arrangements and prosperity of the country."
House of Commons, 10th June, 1903.)
The second phase of the campaign was opened by Chamberlain,
now a chartered free lance, at Glasgow, on the 6th October, and at
Greenock the day after. To these utterances Asquith replied at
Ginderford on the 8th. This speech, which with three others
delivered within a month of it contains the pith and marrow of
the argument which he was to ingeminate on a hundred platforms
within the next year or two, is perhaps worth quoting. He opened
with a picture, satirical but hardly overdrawn, of the Prime
Minister's recent proceedings and the " lead " which he had given
his party:
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" What has been and what is the attitude of His Majesty's responsible
Government, and, in particular, of the first Minister of the Crown?
Mr. Balfour declared, in the first instance, that he personally had an
open mind ; further, as he told us last week, I think at Sheffield, that he
would have been content to see this matter—a matter which, in the
opinion of his most distinguished colleague, was one of life and death to
the kingdom and Empire—he would have been content to see it left an
question amongst the members of his own Government and his,
party.   An open mind needs to ba informed.   Accordingly a so-
L inquiry was set on foot.  Under that pretext, during what remained
of the Parliamentary Session, discussion in the House of Commons was,
with more or less success, kept at bay, the Government declaring that
iHifeU the inquiry was over there was no policy, which, as a Government,
Ssy could collectively be called upon either to define or to defend.  The
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